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Roger Federer Takes an Uncertain Step in His Comeback
We went through a rough patch in 2020 but this time around, the situation seems different altogether – more gloomy
and more uncertain ... ask tough questions, I salute you. Enjoy your World ...
Hornbach: A DIY Bargain In An Uncertain E-Commerce World
Losing in his first match since March 11 to the 75th-ranked Pablo Andújar,
Federer appeared fit but rusty. Most troubling was the fact that he
admitted to lacking confidence.

Press focuses on lonely Queen beginning an uncertain new era
In An Uncertain World Tough
A tough sell: In Dubai amid clash, Israel promotes tourism
Our curated, weekly digest of great writing about Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia
published elsewhere over the past seven days, including the uncertain future facing Georgia's
parliament ...

Speaking to news agency ANI, Umesh Yadav said that it is uncertain if he will be
playing ODIs in the near future, and hence, the upcoming final holds special
significance for him.
Dhollywood finds the going tough as film shoots come to a standstill
As violence flares within Israel and on a day in which Israeli airstrikes on Gaza City
killed at least 42 people It might seem an odd proposition at an odd time given that
major airlines have ...
Pakistan with most matches for an Asian side in post-pandemic world
This is the second of a two-part series on the challenges Aspen’s dining business confronts
during the coronavirus pandemic. The first installment on how establishments are navigating
the difficulties ...

An uncertain summer awaits Aspen restaurants; tough decision could come by the fall
In the wake of former police officer Derek Chauvin’s conviction for the murder of
George Floyd, the Senate is facing tough questions about whether it will actually get
anything done on police re ...
How AI-driven IT in the public sector is empowering a data-driven world
It avoids other budget-cutting tactics use in previous tough times, including pool closings ...
A cautious budget proposal in uncertain times that includes high priority targets for
improvement ...

Poga�ar triumphs in tough edition of Liege-Bastogne-Liege
Poga�ar and UAE Team Emirates were uncertain starters for the race after ... into a
select group of some of the best riders in the world, with some testing attacks being
responded to and neutralised.
TIFF Is Aiming to Return in 2021 with a Hybrid Model
LAHORE: When Pakistan secured a thumping win by an innings and 147 runs over Zimbabwe
at Harare on Monday, they completed their 34th fixture in the last one year – the most by an
Asian nation. The ...

The uncertain prospects for police reform in the Senate, explained
Hornbach seems to manage well in a tough industry environment. Hornbach is
successfully managing the transition into a multi-channel business. The company
shows solid future growth potential.
Behind the News: Asking tough questions in tough times
And now the industry is, once again staring at an uncertain future as the ongoing ... but the
situation looks really tough for the smaller films. They might not be able to recover from
this ...
'Uncertain if we'll play ODIs in future': Umesh backs Ishant and Rahane's remarks, explains
why 'WTC is like World Cup'
Students pursuing studies outside India, especially the United States, are going through a
tough phase as there is no certainty about the visa process. The US consulate office in
Mumbai is shut ...
Georgia’s modern parliament building faces uncertain future: Elsewhere in emerging Europe
“Her Majesty, now 94, remains our most valuable connection to the past, to an era, we
sense, that was tough but in which people were willing ... backbiting political world of
cronyism and lobbying,” ...
Future of US-bound students uncertain
With the world being more uncertain than ever, it's an incredibly tough time to be an event
planner. Still, the Toronto International Film Festival is starting to look ahead to its 2021
edition ...

In An Uncertain World Tough
Intelligent hyperconverged infrastructure is providing the digital foundation required
for municipalities to deliver needed services and capabilities—from remote work to
smart cities to safeguarding ...
Editorial: Tulsa Mayor G.T. Bynum proposes a prudent budget in uncertain times, but
still targets priorities for improvement
“Her Majesty, now 94, remains our most valuable connection to the past, to an era,
we sense, that was tough but in which ... backbiting political world of cronyism and
lobbying,” the paper ...
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